UU Report form - Erasmus 2018-2019
Faculty/college:

Social Sciences

Level:

☐ bachelor

Name degree programme:

Cultural Anthropology and development sociology

Destination city & country

Vancouver, Canada

Name host institution
and/or
company/organisation

Simon Fraser University

Purpose of exchange

☐ study/courses ☐ work placement ☐ field work ☐ other

Departure date
(dd/mm/yyyy)

31/01/2019

Return date (dd/mm/yyyy)

13/06/2019

☐ master

☐ PhD

☐ other

You are requested to write on the following topics.
Text boxes will expand automatically while typing.
Preparation
Exchange/placement application process:
The application process was very clear. In December you have to apply and tell your top three
destinations. For me my first choice was Vancouver, so I wrote my application on SFU, Vancouver.
In January or February you get to hear whether you have one of your top three or if you have to
look further. If you are selected for SFU Vancouver, you are very lucky! Then the process of
application starts for SFU. There are several forms you have to send them, this is a transcript of your
marks, another short motivation letter, and another form with general information. This is all very
easy to get from the international office. There is also an International office at SFU which you can
always email and they will reply to you within a day most of the times. In July or August you will get
the official acceptance from SFU. Then you have to arrange housing and some other forms have to
be filled in, but this is all very clear.
Counselling/support at home university:
Really good, the international office UU is always there to help you if you have any problems. They
will respond to emails within a few days.
Academic preparation:
There is no academic preparation.
Language preparation:
There is no need for language preparation.
Finances:
Make sure you will save a lot of money!! You don’t want to be the one that can never join
activities. Especially if you are planning on skiing, which is amazing, save money! And living in
Vancouver is just very expensive.
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Study/placement abroad period
Study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues):
It is hard to find which courses are available for exchange students. You have to make your own
schedule and this has to be approved by the court. They have youtube videos that explain how to
do this, so again all very clear. And again there is always the possibility to email the international
office in Vancouver.
Academic quality of education/placement activities:
The academic quality differs per course. For me it was quite similar to UU. I had to write a lot of
essays and other writing exercises. They expect you to speak up in seminars and ask questions, go
to study hours and so on. They expect an active attitude in class.
Counselling/support at host institution/organisation:
Very good. If you have any problems, you can always go to the international office of email them.
They will respond within two days, or if you wanna have it fixed immediately you can always drop
by. Don’t hesitate, they are there to help. But they will make this very clear the first day at the
very American introduction day.
Transfer of credits:
Very easy. You have to get approval for every course from the exam committee at UU. SFU will
send all your marks to UU, and everything will go automatically.
Student life
Welcome/orientation programme:
First of all they have a buddy program. You will apply for this while you’re still in the Netherlands.
Have to give up some preferences and you will get paired up with a student from SFU. My buddy
picked me up at the airport and we spent the first day together which is a very nice welcome when
you don’t know anybody, so I would recommend to do that.
There is one day of orientation, it is a very American opening day for all students that are gonna
start at SFU, so not only exchange students. You will get to know the basics of SFU, a tour through
campus etc. At the end there is a meet up for all exchange students and they will focus on
exchange and what you need to know about the exchange program etc. It is just a formal thing.
Accommodation:
I lived on campus in the townhouses which I would definitely recommend. Your house is like a
real house, you will live with 3 others, you share a living room and two bathrooms. Walking to the
burnaby campus is 5 minutes and the best thing is that almost all exchange students are living
here. This makes it very easy to make friends. You will enjoy the townhouse parties almost every
week.
Leisure/culture:
The culture of Canada is very interesting. They pay a lot of attention to the indigenous people and
their culture. Furthermore it is very western and is the stereotype about the politeness of
Canadians very true.
Suggestions/tips:
Live in the townhouses, take most courses on Burnaby campus and save enough money (so you
can travel after exchange as well)
Conclusions
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Would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? Please explain:
If it was possible I would go again. It the best thing I ever did! They will help you with everything,
the professors are really nice and always open for questions etc. The campus life is beautiful and
the whole experience is overwhelming but amazing.
Do you have any additional advice or comments?:
There are three ski mountains at 30 minutes driving distance and Whistler at 1,5 driving distance.
So having class in the morning and going skiing in the afternoon is no exception. Choose SFU, you
won’t regret it.

UU Report form - Erasmus 2018-2019
Faculty/college:
Level:

Sociale Wetenschappen
bachelor

master

Name degree programme:

Pedagogische Wetenschappen

Destination city & country

Vancouver (Burnaby), Canada

Name host institution
and/or
company/organisation

Simon Fraser University (SFU)

Purpose of exchange

study/courses

Departure date
(dd/mm/yyyy)

29-08-2018

Return date (dd/mm/yyyy)

19-12-2018

work placement

PhD

field work

other

other

You are requested to write on the following topics.
Text boxes will expand automatically while typing.
Preparation
Exchange/placement application process:
You have to think of a lot, which subjects you want to follow, housing, insurance, phone
subscription, OV compensation, etc. Make sure you think about this and start on time with
preparing, then this is no problem. For the application to SFU you get a username and password to
fill in all the required documents in an online system. Start with this on time as well, because you
need to hand in quite some documents and you also have to hand in the subjects you want to follow
already.
Counselling/support at home university:
If I had questions about procedures or what to hand in, I could always ask the International Office
and they would help me.
Academic preparation:
I made sure I had passed all the required courses in my bachelor so far and gained the amount of
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ECTS I needed in Canada.
Language preparation:
None necessary as long as you master English quite well.
Finances:
I had saved quite some money for this. I also lend some money and had an OV compensation.
Especially the flight and housing is expensive. Other things are comparable with the Netherlands
(food, clothes, etc.). Be aware of the coin exchange rate, a Canadian dollar is less in euro.
Study/placement abroad period
Study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues):
During your application you already have to hand in which subjects you want to follow, because you
have to get approved for them. As far as searching for subjects, they have a lot of courses which all
have different levels (from 100 to 400). 100 courses are usually very broad, introductory courses
whereas higher level courses are in more depth. Usually higher level means it is a little harder and
sometimes they give more credits, but not always! You must be aware that if you enter courses
which are level 200 or up, there might be prerequisite courses and then the lecturer at SFU will
decide if you get access to the course or not based on the courses you followed at UU. I had a
couple of courses which were denied access to me, because I did not have the prerequisite SFU
courses and then you have to search for new courses again. Also be aware that they have credits in
Canada and not ECTS, so you have to convert the credits to ECTS. You can follow 3 to 5 courses. I
followed 5 courses to be able to get all the ECTS needed, but this can be though sometimes. If you
plan well, it is definitely doable but you have to keep up. You can also make your own enrolment
schedule with the courses you want to follow. Sometimes there are multiple options for tutorials or
labs, so you can make it to your own liking. SFU will then enrol you in these courses and those
specific lectures/tutorials/labs/etc. Sometimes this might change a little afterward, for example
when a certain lab or tutorial is already full, but for me it didn’t.
Academic quality of education/placement activities:
The academic quality is good. The courses I followed had lectures and tutorials, but some also have
labs or seminars. The number of students in lectures can be quite a lot, tutorials are smaller groups
of students. If you put in some effort I think it is easier to pass/get a good grade. My exams and
assignments were also smaller than I am used to. However, I had a lot more assignments and
exams so at the end it was about the same amount of effort for me.
Counselling/support at host institution/organisation:
SFU also has an international office and they are happy to help you if you email them with any
problems.
Transfer of credits:
SFU will do this for me, but I’m still waiting for it.
Student life
Welcome/orientation programme:
They had a general orientation day, but this was more general and mostly aimed at first year
students at SFU and not international/exchange students per se. They also had an orientation day
for all the exchange students of the semester. This was good, because you get a lot of information
about how SFU works, how the school system works, but you can also get to know a lot of the
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other exchange students. In the afternoon there is lunch and you can talk and meet other exchange
students, also the other students that are there from your own country. They also have an optional
buddy programme. This means you get email contact with a buddy, someone who studies at SFU,
about a month prior to your arrival. They can help you with questions and issues you have and
usually you meet with them once you arrived.
Accommodation:
SFU informs you about housing on campus and there is an organisation which you can subscribe to
and then opt for one of the housing options. They have multiple ones, but I chose townhouses and
I got it. There is housing off-campus too, but then you have to look for yourself. There are some
groups on facebook and maybe if you search online you can find it too, but I only looked at campus
housing. Do start applying for campus housing or search off campus on time. On campus housing
was really nice, you share a house with 3 other people (so 4 in total). You have 3 levels, the lower
level is kitchen and living room that you share. The middle level has 2 bedrooms and a bathroom
and the upper level has two bedrooms and a bathroom as well. Your bedroom is your own. It is a
bit bare, but you can make it cosy yourself. There is the option to get a meal plan, but this quite
expensive so I cooked in our own kitchen. In my semester a lot of the other exchange students also
stay in townhouses, so you can meet with them, etc.
Leisure/culture:
There is a lot of things to do in Vancouver. Vancouver is big and there is lots to explore. There are
lot of things organized, so keep an eye on events in the city. There is also lots of hiking
opportunities, you can find a lot of hikes in Vancouver online. There is also parties organized in the
city or on campus if you like that. SFU organized a trip to Whistler when I was there, which is also a
pretty city to visit. There are also lot of skiing and snowboarding options in winter around
Vancouver if you like that, for example in Whistler or the Canadian rockies. There are also things to
explore surrounding Vancouver, think of Whistler, Garibaldi, Cypress, Squamish, Joffrey lakes,
Vancouver Island, Banff, Jasper and Seattle (do think of a visa if you cross the US border!).
However these options are further away and you usually need to arrange a car or bus to get there,
because public transit doesn’t go there.
Suggestions/tips:
If you stay on campus, the rooms are usually bare. You have a closet, bed, desk, etc. However
there is no bedding, no kitchen utilities (in townhouses) or bathroom utilities, so you have to buy all
of that or bring it with you. If you buy it in Canada, it doesn’t have to be very expensive, especially
if you share some costs for for example the kitchen utilities. Walmart or the Dollar Tree/Dollorama
are some stores in Canada which sell these utilities for low costs. These stores are a short trip with
the public transit though. Walmart is about 30/40 mins. and the closest Dollarama about 20 mins.
Also keep in mind that it takes about 1,5 hour to get to SFU from the airport.
Conclusions
Would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? Please explain:
Yes! Canada is a beautiful country, I had an amazing times, got to know lots of new people, learned
a lot and got to see a lot too! It is an amazing experience
Do you have any additional advice or comments?:
Be prepared, but don’t have too many expectations and enjoy your experience!
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UU Report form - Erasmus 2017-2018
Faculty/college:

Social science

Level:

X bachelor

Name degree programme:

Interdisciplinary social science

master

Destination city & country

Vancouver, Canada

Name host institution
and/or
company/organisation

Simon Fraser University

Purpose of exchange

X study/courses

Departure date
(dd/mm/yyyy)

26-09-2017

Return date (dd/mm/yyyy)

15-01-2018

work placement

PhD

field work

other

other

Preparation
Exchange/placement application process:
I was required to write a motivation letter, make a financial plan and a study plan.
Counselling/support at home university:
There are some events to prepare for the exchange. You can talk to students who have been on
exchange.
Academic preparation:
I did not prepare academically for my exchange.
Language preparation:
No preparation.
Finances:
I got money from my parents and I saved up money.
Study/placement abroad period
Study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues):
I followed four courses: three criminology courses and 1 psychology course. It was quite
complicated to select courses because of prerequisites and schedule problems. So, you need some
time to figure out which classes you can take.
Academic quality of education/placement activities:
It really depends on which classes you take. The overall level is lower than at the University of
Utrecht. However, the workload is way higher. There are a lot of little assignments, readings,
presentations etc.
Counselling/support at host institution/organisation:
The international office from SFU is really great. They are willing to help with a lot of questions.
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Also, they respond really fast when you e-mail them.
Transfer of credits:
My credits appeared in Osiris. The grades you get in Osiris are different from the grades you get at
SFU.
Student life
Welcome/orientation programme:
They organized a lot of activities in the first week and it was really easy to meet new people. I
thought the welcome’s week was a little bit childish but it is a great way to meet new people.
Accommodation:
I would really recommend to live on campus. (in the townhouses) Almost all the international
students live here and it is amazing to have all your friends living so close to you. I think the
housing is around 550/600e euros, so it is not cheap, however, it is maybe even more expensive to
live in the city.
Leisure/culture:
Vancouver is a really great city. When you go to Vancouver you have everything: a big city, nature
and the ocean. Also, the people are really friendly.
Suggestions/tips:
When you go the first semester, try to do a lot of things at the beginning because of the weather.
Make trips to the states. (Portland, Seattle)
Conclusions
Would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? Please explain:
I would really recommend SFU. I love Vancouver because the city has so much to offer. However,
you should keep in mind that the workload is quite high. So, compared to European cities it is
maybe less partying but on the other hand, Vancouver is great and you can make a lot of nice
daytrips and also trips to the States from Vancouver.
Do you have any additional advice or comments?:
If you want to travel afterwards you should really think about how much luggage you bring. I
wouldn’t recommend travelling with two suitcases. (you can also send one back but that is really
expensive)
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UU Report form - Erasmus 2017-2018
Faculty/college:
Level:

Social Sciences
bachelor

master

PhD

Name degree programme:

Educational sciences / Onderwijswetenschappen

Destination city & country

Vancouver, Canada

Name host institution
and/or
company/organisation

Simon Fraser University

Purpose of exchange

study/courses

Departure date
(dd/mm/yyyy)

24/08/2017

Return date (dd/mm/yyyy)

14/01/2018

work placement

field work

other

other

Preparation
Exchange/placement application process:
I applied for this exchange semester by handing in all the required documents to the International
Office of Utrecht University. I made a financial plan, motivation letter, study plan and an extensive
cv.
It took me a lot of time to decide where I wanted to go, but after a lot of research I was sure about
it. The whole application process costs some time, but in the end it is all worth it!
Counselling/support at home university:
The support of the International Office is excellent. They want to help you every time and give you
a lot of advice and support. They organized two information meetings, send very helpful
information mails and always responded quickly when I had a question about something.
Academic preparation:
I did not need any specific academic preparation for my semester abroad. Before my departure, I
finished all my courses of my first and second bachelor year.
Language preparation:
I did not follow any specific language preparation. The International Office could give me a ‘proof of
language sufficiency’, this was enough for SFU to make sure my English was alright.
Finances:
An exchange semester costs a lot of money, especially when you go out of Europe. Vancouver is a
very expensive (but amazing!!!!) city and the travel and living costs are higher than staying in
Europe. This is why I made sure I had a lot of money by working, saving and using my student
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loan. Also the ‘OV-vergoeding’ is a nice way of receiving some extra money. I was very very lucky
to receive the Holland Scholarship, but this is not a scholarship for everybody.
In my experience, it was important to make sure I had enough money. When you are on exchange,
you don’t want to have to think about money all the time. You want to enjoy your time, and having
enough money to be able to do a lot of things and make some trips is really part of the exchange
experience. So, make sure you have enough money before you go so you don’t have to worry
about it while you are abroad.
Study/placement abroad period
Study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues):
At SFU I followed four courses. Each course is 6 ECTS so to receive 30 ECTS you have to follow five
courses. Because I already followed an extra course during my second year of bachelor at UU I was
able to only follow four courses at SFU. This was nice, because five courses is too much while being
on exchange.
I followed two courses of ‘Gender Studies’, very interesting and new for me. I also followed the
course ‘Social Issues of Education’, a very special course, given in a whole other way than the way
courses at UU are given. My fourth course was the course ‘Introduction to Labour Studies’, I had to
chose this course because the examination committee of the UU did not approved all the courses I
chose. They refused one of my courses only two weeks before my departure, so this was a bit
stressing. Make sure you mail them as soon as you know which courses you want to follow, it takes
some time for them to check it all and you want to have enough time to chose new courses if this is
necessary.
Academic quality of education/placement activities:
The courses I followed at SFU were first and second year courses. I chose them with purpose,
because I also wanted enough time to make trips and do other things while being on exchange. My
courses were much easier than at home. The workload is a bit higher (you have to make a lot of
small exercises and ‘homework’), but the level is definitely lower. If you want to be sure to have
courses that are easier, you have to choose first or second year courses. When you want something
more challenging, you can choose third or fourth year courses. The professors at SFU were very
passionate in general and it was very nice to listen to their lectures. The tutorials were not very
informational and challenging, but overall I enjoyed the courses I followed.
Counselling/support at host institution/organisation:
The International Office of SFU was really nice! They wanted to help you with everything, both
while I was still in The Netherlands as while I was in Vancouver. They respond very quickly on your
emails and you can always visit their office on the campus. They expect you to be quite
independent, but when you come with a specific question and put some effort in it, they are willing
to help you always.
Transfer of credits:
SFU send my Transcript of Records to the UU, I did not have to do anything for this. My grades are
not yet transferred, but they will be soon visible in Osiris.
Student life
Welcome/orientation programme:
SFU organized a week of orientation with a lot of activities and events. During this week you were
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also allowed to eat in the Dining Hall, so you did not have to think about doing groceries and
cooking. This was very nice, since you were very busy with making friends and enjoying all the
activities in the first week.
The orientation week was overall very nice. There were a lot of different activities to choose from,
you were not obligated to be present at every activity, you could just attend one of them if you
liked it. It was a perfect way of getting to know new people and the city. With my new ‘exchange
friends’ I attended some activities organized by SFU, but we also did some things by our own. It
was very nice to have a week before the classes really began, so you had all the time to get to
know new people, the campus, the city and the language. Although it was sometimes very
overwhelming and busy, I really enjoyed this week!
Accommodation:
Because I heard almost all exchange students stay in ‘The Townhouses’ at SFU, I also chose to live
here. This was the best choice ever!! It is really nice to live in ‘The Townhouses’ while studying at
SFU. A townhouse is a small house (it looks a bit like a Centerparcs house) which you share with 3
other roommates. (Almost) all exchange students live in ‘The Townhouses’, which makes the
ambience really nice. It felt a bit like a small village with all kind of different students from different
nationalities. Before you go on exchange, you get the change to search for your future roommates,
send them messages and invite them to become your roommate. One of my roommates did this,
which resulted in me living with a girl and a boy from Vienna and one boy from Paris, a very nice
experience. You can also always go to your other friends, since the houses are very close to each
other. I had dinners, house parties, movie nights etc. a lot in all ‘The Townhouses’ with my friends.
Living in ‘The Townhouses’ was an important part of my campus and exchange experience, I would
really recommend them!!
Leisure/culture:
This destination is perfect when you are looking for a great combination between city and nature.
Vancouver is an amazing city with a lot of nice things to do. It looks a bit like New York with just
one fifth of the inhabitants, really amazing! Within one hour of the city (by car), you can visit
beautiful nature. One thing to realize is that the distances are a lot longer than we are used to: you
have to travel one hour with the bus to downtown Vancouver and a couple of hours (around 8 to 10
by car) to Vancouver Island and for example Banff National Park. In the beginning this felt like a
lot, but I got really used to it. We visited some nice national parks and Vancouver Island in the
weekends (I was always off on Fridays and some weekends we had Monday off because of a
national holiday). You will never get bored when you go to Vancouver, there is more than enough
to do!
Another nice thing of studying at a campus is that you can follow some sport lessons and go to the
gym very easily, it is just 5 minutes walking from your house. I bought a sports pass of 20 dollars
for the whole semester (very cheap!) and followed some really nice lessons. Moreover, I went to
the gym sometimes and even one time to the indoor pool.
Suggestions/tips:
I arrived in Vancouver one week before the moving in day on campus took place. I stayed in a
hostel to already discover the city. This was really nice and I can really recommend to arrive a bit
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earlier, it is a perfect way to already get rid a bit of your jetlag and to get used to the language and
the city. The first weeks on campus were overwhelming and very busy (especially with making
friends), so it was nice to already spend some time in the city and to acclimatized a bit.
I also made a roadtrip through the USA after the semester, which was amazing! I can really
recommend it to not only go to Vancouver for studying, but to extend your stay with travelling. You
don’t have to have all your plans fixed before your departure: just go and see what it will bring you
and what your new friends are planning to do. It is sure that you will find something nice to do!
Other suggestions you really have to visit: Tofino at Vancouver Island (for Whalewatching, but go
as soon as possible because of the weather!); Banff National Park (it is far away but definitely
worth it!!); Portland in the USA; Joffre Lakes Provincial Park (perfect for a daytrip).
Conclusions
Would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? Please explain:
I would really recommend this destination to others! I had an amazing time, I really fell in love with
Vancouver and the surroundings. The SFU campus is not very special and not very pretty, but the
people who lived there and became my friends made it a lovely place. Canada is more American
than you maybe think before, realize this when you want to go there and just enjoy it when you are
there. Be adventurous and go on a lot of trips and do a lot of things, there is so much to see and do
in Vancouver and outside of the city.
Don’t go to SFU/Vancouver if you want to learn a lot academically, the courses are not very
challenging. Go there when you want to: learn about yourself; experience a different culture and
learn from other cultures (by making friends from all over the world); improve your English; visit
amazing places; making a lot of new friends and meeting a lot of new people. Going on exchange is
not about getting smarter, it is about getting more mature and independent!
Do you have any additional advice or comments?:
My most important advice: just let it be! Don’t try to organize everything in advance, but just let it
be the way it is. Try to not have a lot of expectations, everything will be different than you have
expected. Just go there and make the best time of it.
Also, don’t care too much about your academic results and what you learn. I was sometimes a bit
disappointed because I did not learn a lot in my courses, but I learned a lot of different things
outside of the university which are really useful and valuable in your life.
The last thing: realize that Vancouver is an expensive city. It is definitely worth it and you get used
to it, but make sure you know it so you are a bit prepared.
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UU Report form - Erasmus 2015-2016
Faculty/college:

Social Sciences

Level:

X

Name degree programme:

ASW

Destination city & country

Vancouver, Canada

Name host institution
and/or
company/organisation

Simon Fraser University (SFU)

Purpose of exchange

X

Departure date
(dd/mm/yyyy)

27/08/2015

Return date (dd/mm/yyyy)

23/01/2016

bachelor

master

study/courses

work placement

PhD

field work

other

other

Preparation
Exchange/placement application process:
I applied for this exchange via Utrecht University. I was required to write a motivation letter as well
as make a financial and a study plan. In addition, one of my teachers wrote me a letter of
recommendation.
Counselling/support at home university:
Utrecht University organised a couple of events to prepare for the exchange. I went to the general
information evening, in which all aspects of an exchange were illustrated. During this evening, I
had the possibility to talk to students who had previously been on an exchange. After I was
selected for SFU, I attended another information evening, more specifically about what to prepare
and what to think of before departure. Those meetings were very useful. In addition, the website of
the IO was a good resource.
Academic preparation:
I did not prepare academically for this exchange.
Language preparation:
The main language at SFU is English, so I did not have to learn a new language.
Finances:
I saved up money since I knew I wanted to study abroad. I further borrowed money from my
parents.
Study/placement abroad period
Study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues):
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I followed four courses in my field of interest: criminology and the social sciences. In addition, I
took Italian 100. These courses fit my study programme at the UU. In general, I liked them. It took
me quite some time to figure out which courses to follow, mainly because of schedule problems and
prerequisites set by SFU.
Academic quality of education/placement activities:
In general, the level of education was a bit lower than I was used to at the UU. The work load
however, was a bit higher. SFU works with trimesters, which means courses last a bit longer than
at the UU. Moreover, I had midterms, final terms, papers, and many assignments during the
trimester.
Counselling/support at host institution/organisation:
SFU took great care of all international students. They were willing to help with any problems,
either study related or not.
Transfer of credits:
My credits appeared in Osiris.
Student life
Welcome/orientation programme:
SFU organised a "welcome week", in which all new international students got to know each other,
the campus, and the city. I did attend some of the activities, however, I went to explore Vancouver
with other students on our own as well. It was quite easy to meet new people, since there were
loads of new international students and we all lived on campus, close to one another.
Accommodation:
I chose to live on campus, in what was called a "Townhouse". I had my own bedroom, which was
completely furnished, and shared the bathroom and kitchen / living room with one and three
others, respectively. Many international students lived in these Townhouses, which were all located
at the Eastside of campus and thus close to each other. The housing was a bit expensive (700 CAD
per month, which was about 550 Euro), however, Vancouver is an expensive city.
Leisure/culture:
Vancouver is a great city, with plenty of opportunities to enjoy your day. I spent many days in the
mountains or roadtripping around Vancouver.
Suggestions/tips:
Go to the city as much as you can! Also, rent a car and drive to Garibaldi Lake and the Rocky
Mountains!
Conclusions
Would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? Please explain:
Yes, I would definitely recommend SFU to other students. Although the level of education is a bit
below what we are used to, I believe going on an exchange goes beyond what you learn at the
university. It's a great way to meet international people, explore a new country and learn in a
different way. SFU was very helpful from the beginning to end.
Do you have any additional advice or comments?:
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UU Report form - Erasmus 2014-2015
Faculty/college:
Level:

Social science
bachelor

master

Name degree programme:

Psychology

Destination city & country

,

Name host institution
and/or
company/organisation

Simon Fraser University (SFU)

Purpose of exchange

PhD

other

Vancouver, Canada

study/courses

Departure date
(dd/mm/yyyy)

01/01/2015

Return date (dd/mm/yyyy)

30/04/2015

work placement

field work

other

Preparation
Exchange/placement application process:
I applied the year before, but got rejected for my preference university. After that I arranged
my application better and got accepted for Simon Fraser University
Counselling/support at home university:
The home university doesn’t know specific questions for SFU (like classes), but does know
general things (like OV arrangements)
Academic preparation:
No academix preparation
Language preparation:
My English was good enough for following the courses (it gets more easier the longer you’ll
be there)
Finances:
I saved money the year before, and had my parents for backup
Study/placement abroad period
Study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues):
There is an exchange department at SFU who are willing to help you with all your courses
and questions about that!
Academic quality of education/placement activities:
The education level is lower then European standard, but for that reason easier to follow
while you’re on exchange.
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Counselling/support at host institution/organisation:
Th exchange department is really friendly and helpful!
Transfer of credits:
It was automatic, I didn’t have to do anything for it!
Student life
Welcome/orientation programme:
Unfortunately there was not a really nice welcome program. SFU doesn’t arrange a lot of
activities for exchange students. We knew some people from UBC (University of British Colombia,
the other university in Vancouver) and went with them to their parties. There are a lot of exchange
activities on UBC!
Accommodation:
The accommodation was okay. If you’re in the second semester, contact the person from the
first semester so you can buy housing stuff from them (every students needs to buy new bed stuff
(pillow, sheets) and all new kitchen supplies (plates, pots, pans, etc.))
Leisure/culture:
Its really comparable to European standards! But the city is really nice!
Suggestions/tips:
Don’t follow to many courses, the level is not really high but there are a lot of papers,
midterms and other exercises.
Conclusions
Would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? Please explain:
SFU is okay, but I liked UBC more. The city and the country are really nice! As well as the
people. Definitely go there for nice people and a beautiful nature!
Do you have any additional advice or comments?:
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UU Report form - Erasmus 2014-2015
Faculty/college:
Level:

Sociale Faculteit
bachelor

Name degree programme:

Algemene Sociale Wetenschappen

Destination city & country

Vancouver,Canada

Name host institution
and/or
company/organisation

Simon Fraser University

Purpose of exchange

study/courses

Departure date
(dd/mm/yyyy)

08/08/2014

Return date (dd/mm/yyyy)

13/12/14

Preparation
Exchange/placement application process:
You have to organize a lot yourself. If you really want on an exchange you are motivated to go and
this will help for your motivation letter. You are not the only student who want to go on an exchange
so this makes the process of placement exciting. It will take a while before you know if you are
selected for your destination, it is a long process , but it is worth it.
Counselling/support at home university:
The international office of the University of Utrecht helped me when necessary. You can do a lot
yourself, but if you don't understand a form or if you need a list of your grades, the Internation
office can help you out.
Academic preparation:
Language preparation:
I went to Vancouver, Canada, an English-speaking part. I did not have to prepare my language
that much.
Finances:
I saved a lot of money before going to Canada. You never know how much you will spend (think
big, you will probably do and spend a lot more than you used to at home), but save money!! Also
think about money for housing and insurances (in Vancouver an extra insurance is mandatory).
Study/placement abroad period
Study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues):
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I took four courses. During the semester I dropped one course, it was hard for me to understand
the teacher (I did not heard properly English because of his accent) but I was glad because I could
do a lot more fun activities. In Vancouver it's not only fun and party but you have to work hard
(level 3 or 4 is way more work than 1 or 2).
Academic quality of education/placement activities:
The academic quality is different than in the Netherlands. They talk more with less information in
lectures, the tutorials are shorter but the participation is very important and you have to read a lot
in one week and there are a lot of assignments per course. (I am talking about criminology courses,
not every course is the same of course)
Counselling/support at host institution/organisation:
You can email whatever you want with the host university. They help you out with courses, make
your course schedule before coming. If something is not clear, they will help you out with Canadian
kindness! Also there is a buddy program. You can get in contact with a student in Vancouver, you
can ask them everything you do not understand if this person can help you with that. Maybe you
will be friends, because the person will be choosen with your personal information (like hobies
etc.)
Transfer of credits:
Student life
Welcome/orientation programme:
There is a orientation program for new students ( a lot of first year's) and an orientation program
especially for exchange students, where you probably will meet all your new friends.
Accommodation:
It is possible to have your accommodation on the campus, but be fast with the application
(although they will help you). My accommodation was the Town Houses, where the 3th and 4th
years students will stay, also a lot of exchange students are staying here so probably the best plan
(lot of parties)! The other towers are meant for younger students.
Leisure/culture:
Although a lot of your time should go to studying, you just have to make time for leisure and fun.
The area is beautiful and it is easy to go on a hike for a day or just a couple of hours. There are a
lot of lakes or mountains you should see. Going out downtown is fun, staying on the campus with
house-parties or the pub is easier. Vancouver Island is very pretty, traveling is not that expensive
(Seattle, San Fransisco, Las Vegas, Hawaii, Rocky Mountains), especially not if you travel from
America (very close).
Suggestions/tips:
If you are staying on the campus, go of the mountains sometimes (sometimes you will feel stuck,
and it is easy to stay on campus because you have a lot of accomodations). Do not feel sad about
homewerk or learning, stay aware of being in a very pretty place and go out if you can (and
sometimes if you cannot)! Enjoy!!
Conclusions
Would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? Please explain:
Yes! You will love the area of Vancouver, the summer is nice to be on the beaches and downtown,
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parks etc. The winter is beautifull with snow (will not snow a lot). You can see the sunset everyday
from the mountain, you can travel a lot and you will enjoy lectures because they make a show of it.
There will be a lot of other people who love to hike, enjoy nature and/or ski/snowboard. And
exchange students can party very good!
Do you have any additional advice or comments?:
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